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igital Projection International, a global leader in the creation of precise, large-screen imagery, is honored
to offer our magnificent large-scale displays to complement superb residential venues. Our goal: To convey
dynamic visual media & entertainment with unsurpassed performance and reliability.

A HISTORY OF EXCELLENCE
Founded in 1989, Digital Projection International (Digital Projection) has been instrumental in the development & application of Digital Light Processing™ technology by Texas Instruments™ for projection systems.
Since introducing the world’s first 3-chip DLP® projector in 1997, Digital Projection has continued to deliver
expert system engineering complimented by world-class customer service. Digital Projection’s groundbreaking display research & development has garnered the admiration of industry professionals around the world.
This has earned the company many awards, including two Emmy® awards for Outstanding Achievement in
Engineering Development by the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. Digital Projection remains the first
and only projector manufacturer to win the coveted award.

INSIGHT

RADIANCE LED

Today, Digital Projection manufactures & distributes an extensive line of ultra-high-performance 3-chip &
single-chip DLP® laser projectors, along with Radiance LED – direct-view, fine-pitch LED displays. These elite
products are the reference standard for demanding applications including large-venues, live-event staging,
Fortune 5000, education, medical & scientific research, command & control, digital cinema, commercial entertainment, digital signage, worship and elite home entertainment.

THE SECRET TO AWARD-WINNING IMAGERY

A GLOBAL ORGANIZATION
Dedicated to delivering powerful products

Breathtaking imagery is a result of expert engineering, the selection of high-quality components, and attention to every detail during final
design implementation. At Digital Projection, we combine our emphasis on performance with unsurpassed reliability to provide the best
possible viewing experience day after day, show after show.

With development and manufacturing headquarters
in the United Kingdom, Digital Projection’s network of
sales, service and support spans across Europe, North
America, China, India and the Far East. Our diverse
international team of display experts stands ready to
support your product and application needs around
the globe.
> Manchester, UK
> Atlanta, GA USA
> Stuttgart, Germany
> Paris, France
> Dubai, UAE
> Fredrikstad, Norway
> Westervoort, Netherlands

For our projectors, Digital Projection selected DLP technology by Texas Instruments as the core image
modulating system. Among its many imaging benefits, the DLP microchip exhibits extraordinary
sharpness on a pixel-by-pixel basis, even at high lumen levels. Adding to this, Digital Projection’s
pioneering use of solid-state laser illumination systems provides higher lumen performance and
longer life while offering the lowest cost of ownership by eliminating the need for lamp replacements.
To render imagery that looks true to life, a projection system must also exhibit a broad color gamut, accurate color temperature and high-fidelity tonal reproduction, all working in unison. Digital Projection achieves
this critical balance through our award winning electronics, precise optics and solid-state laser illumination
engines. By using the best available components, further enhanced by our ColorBoost & ColorMax technologies, our laser-illumination projectors produce bright, vivid and color accurate imagery for the long-term.

> Beijing, China
> Guangzhou, China
> Shanghai, China
> Singapore
> Delhi, India
> Tokyo, Japan
> Moscow, Russia

DECADES OF INNOVATION
Formed in 1987 as
a division of the
Rank Organization.

The first static DMD images were
projected at Texas Instruments.
The first on a 3-chip DMD
projection system were
demonstrated at Rank-Brimar
in Manchester, UK.

DPI Limited was
established in
Manchester, UK.

DPI’s U.S. headquarters
officially opened in May
1997.

In September 1999,
the IMAX Corporation
purchased DPI.

Exhibited the world’s first
fully-integrated DLP
Cinema™ projector.

1987

1992

1996

1997

1999

2002

1989

1995

1996

Partnered with
Texas Instruments.

Rank-Brimar demonstrated
its prototype large-screen
projection system.

In December 1996, DPI’s
management team
purchased the company from
the Rank Organization.

DPI’s lineup
expanded to
include the
HIGHlite Pro and
TITAN Pro range.

TITAN 3D awarded
“Best New Product”
at CEDIA Expo.

Launched E-Vision Series High-performance, budgetoriented single-chip; and HIGHlite
Series - Entry-level 3-chip.

2005

2009

2010

1998

DPI awarded two Emmy®
awards for Outstanding
Achievement in Engineering
Development by the Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences.

2001

2003

DPI’s management team
concluded the management
purchase of the company
from IMAX Corporation.

Introduced the 2K-resolution
LIGHTNING 35HD Pro for
staging & live events.

Launched single-chip
3D solutions M-Vision and dVision.

Launched HIGHlite LASER First 3-Chip DLP with
Laser Illumination, High
Brightness and 20,000
hours of performance.

DP extends laser illumination
to its value-driven E-Vision
product line, bringing powerful
solid state performance and
low cost of ownership to a
broader range of applications.

2012

2014

2016

2007

2009

2011

2013

2015

2017

Launched TITAN Pro
Series 2 - bringing a new
standard for capability
and rugged construction
to the market.

Launched M-Vision LED Single-chip platform with solid
state illumination delivering
100,000 hours of performance.

Launched TITAN 3D
displays for visualization
and entertainment.

Launched TITAN LED
- First 3-chip DLP with
solid state illumination
- 100,000+ hours of
performance.

Introduction of INSIGHT 4K
resolution product line.
Illumination variants include
LED (50,000+ hrs) and laser
(20,000+ hrs).

• DP ships E-Vision 4K and
HIGHlite 4K platforms, delivering
the benefits of 4K resolution to
value-driven projects.
• DP launches Radiance LED –
Fine pitch direct view displays for
critical indoor applications.

- CUSTOM DISPLAYS
FOR ENHANCED LIFESTYLES
With expert engineering and access to the most powerful & current technologies, Digital Projection offers a seamless, customizable ‘direct
view’ solution for living and entertainment spaces with medium to high ambient light. Radiance LED systems provide infinite size, shape
and resolution possibilities, allowing designers to convey static & interactive imagery that is as bright as it is engaging. From film & sporting
events, news & social media, to music performances and stunning live art, Radiance LED enhances lifestyles.

CASE STUDIES

ACCORDING TO OUR CUSTOMERS
No Holds Barred Home Theater
When it came time to put comfort, convenience, and a splash of coolness into this home,
the owner had a really good idea of what he wanted. After all, he was very familiar with
the consumer electronics industry and the products in it. He just wasn’t entirely sure
how to get those products into this 18,000-square-foot new construction.
Thankfully, Soundwaves Custom Home Integration was brought in at the very
start of the project, to make sure each high-tech transition went smoothly from
beginning to end.
“Everything he wanted was to be high-quality,” said Joe DeMarco, owner of
Soundwaves Custom Home Integration, which is based out of Gladwyne, Pennsylvania. “The system had to be simple to use and extremely stable. He had a
good knowledge of the AV industry, so he knew what he was getting himself
into.”
Equipment Highlights: Digital Projection HIGHlite Projector

Image courtesy of Soundwaves Custom Home Integration

Home Sweet Show Home, and Dream Home Theater
Located in Omaha, NE, the $2.5 million project includes a state-of-the art entry space,
complete with slick, black slate floors and a slate reception area, granite countertops, a starfield ceiling, and a stone wall with a Planar mosaic video wall displaying
the company’s name. It also has dueling AV spaces, with an entertainment room
and a dedicated home theater.

There are so many diﬀerent manufacturers, but with
Digital Projection—their customer service is amazing.
/ Michael Yoo, President, Genesis Technology

Digital Projection has been outstanding. DP took the time to
get to know our product line and the needs of our customers,
to provide a viable solution. DP doesn’t “Win” your business,
they EARN it!
/ Mark Parr, PMP Program Manager

Digital Projection is a
great company to do business

with. They pay attention to all
dealers, big and small. They have
an excellent product,

excellent support team,
and if I need something,

they’re there for me.

/ Joe DeMarco, Sound Waves
Custom Home Integration

Mechdyne relies on the Digital Projection team and their products to
provide the state of the art image quality, exceptional reliability, and the
outstanding support we need in order to provide customers with solutions.
/ Mike Hancock, Vice President, Mechdyne Corporation

“It was really meant to give our clients a visual expression of what could be done,” said
Doug Dushan, senior sales consultant and marketing coordinator at Echo Systems.
The room’s crowning jewel is definitely Digital Projection’s Insight 4K Dual-LED, a
3-chip DLP projector that can deliver a crystal-clear 4096 x 2160 resolution with
combined LED illuminators. That’s because it’s the one piece that’s cranking out
eye-popping images with an expanded color gamut and better brightness—well beyond the REC 709 color standard. It also boasts 3,000 lumens, 3D support, flexibility,
and a cool operation.
Equipment Highlights: Digital Projection INSIGHT 4K Dual LED Projector

I’ve been working with Digital Projection for over 20 years. Customer service has
always been great. The attention to detail is great. And the ability to resolve
any issues we have has always been very straightforward and seamless,
which is unique in our industry.
/ Kevin Collins, Founder of @AAT and Designer
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Brandon Smith Audio Design
Great Room San Francisco
The grand home theater is located in the great room of the open-plan main
floor with massive glass walls (without shades), 25-feet high ceiling and a
floor to ceiling slab stone fireplace. He knew what he wanted, but needed
help making it a reality, so he called in Brandon Smith Audio Design, an integrator based out of Scotts Valley, CA.
The center of this $500,000-plus system is the Digital Projection INSIGHT 4K
LASER projector. This model can deliver a lamp-free 4096 x 2160 resolution,
4K 3D capabilities, and 12,000 ANSI lumens. “We looked at various projectors
and he selected this one himself, which is pretty cool,” Smith said. “He really liked
laser technology, and I couldn’t argue with that.”
Equipment Highlights: Digital Projection INSIGHT 4K LASER Projector
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Special thanks to our customers who envision and create amazing applications around the world.
Cover images courtesy of Movietime (front) and Global Wave Integration (back.)

Digital Projection, Inc.
55 Chastain Road, Suite 115
Kennesaw, GA 30144
USA
(P) 770.420.1350
(F) 770.420.1360
www.digitalprojection.com

Global Offices
> Manchester, UK
> Atlanta, GA USA
> Stuttgart, Germany
> Paris, France
> Dubai, UAE
> Fredrikstad, Norway
> Westervoort,
Netherlands

> Beijing, China
> Guangzhou, China
> Shanghai, China
> Singapore
> Delhi, India
> Tokyo, Japan
> Moscow, Russia

